Water element in Iranian architecture in terms of symbolic meanings and concepts has been manifested in different forms.Water in the body of Iranian mosques due to both the mystical and practical loads had also carried more symbolic messages. The presence of water in Iranian mosques architecture In addition to having image-creations associated with the prayers, ablution, purification and refreshing ritual had also carried reflection of semantic load, transparency, and being-like-mirror.Water in terms of presence in running and still water forms and in terms of symbolism system in the methods of allusion, symbol, sign, indication, secret, mystery, point, appearance, riddle, analogy has found objective appearancein the body of Iranian mosques. The present research has been conducted with descriptive-analytical method.The presence of water is in a variety of ordering elements of kinetic and stillness, and signs of relaxation, peace, reconciliation, stable sign of life, sky reflection, and survival continuation in ideas derived from symbolic concepts. The most important elements related to the presence of water in Iranian mosques architecture are place of ablution, trough, pool, patio, and fountain.This appearance and manifestation of water's form and character in Iranian architecture have had a special position and even sacred. A corner of these appearances can be observed in symbols used in Iranian mosques objectively. Symbol, its types and the manner of advent and display of the symbolic elements of water in Iran's mosque architecture have been investigated in this study. Achievements of this research will lead to the initial symbol-identifier conception of the presence and manifestation and appearance of water in the area of the architectural body of Iranian mosques.
INTRODUCTION
Mosques are one of the most prominent and the most advanced elements of Islamic city. They are a manifestation of the perfection and holiness. This holy place reaches the human soul to the eternal truth and true perfection. Mosques are the place of obedience and worship. The human must purify his body to enter this divine and holy space for being able to prepare his soul to be infinite by entering this place. Blue that can be seen in arabesque and Islamic symbols in mosques indicates that as the main color of Iranian mosques is associated with the symbol of water and sky. The audiences feels calm when see this color. It also induces the symbol of purity.
Everyone knew a symbol as the representative of God ... and saw God manifested in that symbol... "light", "water", "Brightness", "Fire", which gave warmth and life and be constructive... each group of people with an understanding of God ..., comes together. And a symbol that they knew as the representative of God became a symbol of their belief and the sign of their group (Khosravi, 1999, 150) . God makes water conquered for the human as well as other natural phenomena, but this dominance is potential. Water for Iranians, like other elements in Iran's rebellious nature is steed, sometimes cantankerous and sometimes tame. The human must know him and know his language and imprison him and force him to build up and create and keep the city (Ghaiyoomi Bid Hendi, 2009, 4) .
Water is a natural element that has had a specific contribution in the formation and creation of architectural monuments. At the beginning, water was considered as the only substance for thirstquenching and source of life, but over time took also another role. Water has known in all cultures as purity and cleanliness factor. In Iran, due to drought of the land and religious teachings, it has been taken a specific holiness (Ali Pourmand, 2014, 1) .
Aban and Anahita. Aban is the name of the water angle that people knew the sentry of the eighth month of the year and the tenth day of each month as the duty of this angel. Arədvī sūra Anahita is the female goddess of all water on earth and the source of the cosmic ocean (Aryaee, 2005, 102) . Fountain is one of the important elements to complete the central courtyard. Fountain in the Islamic period, in addition to its architectural role -the formation of a soft bed -and create a sense of unity with the bodies, had been a place for performing ablutions and cleanliness before entering the holy place. On the esplanades and public places, division of the spaces was being determined by creating creek, and the shape and the route were being determined by its relationship with the fountain. In an era, they have brought the fountain into the building, and contributed to the unity of the building components by this element (Sadigh, 2535, 125) .
The courtyard has an important role in the mosques. This place due to the physical features, the presence in it is possible in most seasons of the year. The courtyard of the mosque due to the presence and symbolic importance of water and creation of the fountain is somehow linked to the Islamic gardens. Water whether flowing or still, always has been present in the mosque. Indeed, the presence, the different states of water is different interpretations of the nature and somehow the essence of God because nature is the mirror of the essence of reality and is respected as the sign of essence of God.
Flowing water is present in most mosques. Some instances of flowing water can be seen in Grand Mosque of Natanz, Naeen and Mohammedie, that is as a symbol of purity. Flowing water becomes still water in the pool of courtyard of the mosque. On the one hand a calm surface of water reflects the image of the sublime paradise and on the other hand is the cooling agent of the air and stylizing agent of the courtyard of the mosque. In addition, the pool is the place of performing ablutions and purification (Inanloo Daeeloo, Farokhi, 2001, 42) .
Mythical thoughts of Persian about water are as follows: 1-Mental Purification 2-Washing for invocation 3-Water of life 4-Fertility and abundance. (Toghyani, Ghorbani, 2011, 1) . As can be seen in the foregoing, purify of the soul and spirit means water causes purification of the contaminated spirits and spiritual purification, that is exactly "what the Muslims are doing in the first step when enter the mosques.
RESEARCH METHODS
The research method is descriptive-analytic. It has been conducted by reviewing, analyzing and combining the study histories on the subject. The conventional methods of collecting information ranging from documents and field have been used to conduct the study. Investigation of the theoretical principles of the subject has been discussed in the section of library studies. Then the concepts of symbol, and water, and their manifestation in the Iranian mosques architecture have been examined in the second step. The point where the water goes out turns into a volume with the meaning of the identity of a neighborhood or city. Architect creativity in relation to the concept of water had been often in the city in desert, especially in Isfahan, Yazd, Nain, and Kashan. Human understanding from environmental phenomena such as water at the beginning was a reaction to meet his vital needs. Water is a substance that human life depends on it. Water is a condition of survival. This article proceeds to the semantic structure of symbol in theory and practice. It has studied the main theories on the symbol (symbol), and then investigates symbol in Alessandro poetry.
Table 3 Source: According to sources cited by the author
Among the studies conducted on the water, and were investigated as research background by the authors of this article, no example was found that has exactly examined water in Iranian mosques architecture from the perspective of physical and spatial semiology.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Architecture is a need and proportionality... as a garment is worn ... that if be tight, it would not fit the man, and if to be worn hardly, it would not cause anything except the inconvenience and shortness. (Khosravi, 1999, 168) In the architectural design process, the interaction between the individual, the creative process and creative product within a creative environment should be considered as a general rule in evaluating creativity. (.et al, 2015, 5 nazidizaj,) In architectural design, where architects' attention is on the inner dimension of architecture body, "semantic approach" is introduced.
Semanticism is attending to the meaning and conscience that is more than the attention to the face and appearance. (Bemanian, Azimi, 2010 , 2) Architectural design of the mosque was performed in the past on the basis of intellect, emotion and intuition and by balancing and making interaction between three elements of space, structure and human. Its aim was influencing the human spirit and soul, and relied on fundamental principles of architectural design including human suitability and dimensions, order, beauty and scale. (Cantaloupe, 2001, 183) 
MOSQUE
Mosque is a signifier that can be asserted as a statement. This dominant statement or signified signifier induces spirituality and power. Mosque is considered as a statement that a speaker has produced it for a reader in a particular time and place (Rabiee, 2014, 270) Mosque is a place requires calm, focus and induction the spirit of spirituality, so remembrance of God is manifested in it and it finds its own special dignity (Nicholas, 1976, 12) . Light and water are the most similar material creatures to perfect human beings reality and to the reality of the mosque. They are the epitome of purity and spirituality. Therefore these two should be placed at the heart and center of the mosque and its components (Mofid, Reiszade, 1999, 668) . Iranian mosque indicates parity in architecture.
Mosque is the manifestation of nominal marriage, and the symbol of reaching to equilibrium in the field of architectural art (Mofid, Reiszade, 1999, 606) . Mosque architecture is the sensitive issues of architectural art, because is the place of human soul interaction with the higher levels of universe of existence. Mosque architecture can be involved and effective in relevant human existence relationship with the higher levels of existence. It can facilitate spiritual and mystical perceptions (Fatahi, Omranipour, 2014, 2).
IRANIAN MOSQUES ARCHITECTURE
After the fall of the Sassanids, construction of mosques began in Iran. In the first three centuries of Islamic rule in Iran, mosques were built with very simple method and follows Sassanids architecture. Khorasan is considered as the birthplace of the earliest examples of Islamic architecture in Iran, so the way of constructing the buildings of this era (including Umayyads, Abbasids, and Thaherids) is known as Khorasani method. In this method that the public map of its monuments has been derived from early Islamic mosques, mosques have been constructed as "bedchamber" or "forty columns" (Zekrgoo, 46: 2001) . In Islamic Iran, we are faced with bedchamber mosques, single veranda, double veranda, four verandas and combination of dome home with the original veranda (Abuzari, 2001: 117).
Presence of water in each of these Iranian mosques architecture patterns had been different in that place. For example, laver was used for ablution place in Safavid and Qajariyeh mosques. The obvious example of it can be observed in mosques in Isfahan (Imam Mosque) while ablution place is used in some traditional mosques.
WATER
Water is "blessing" and thus this divine blessing should not be contaminated, and should not be lavish, and vice versa we should be thankful for consuming it. Thanksgiving also means consuming the blessings where makes the benefactor to be revealed (Tabatabaei, 1978 and Motahari, 1988) .
Table 4 Flowing water
It is the sign of life stability
Still water
It refers to refers tranquility, peace and reconciliation
Pool water
It is as a reflection of the sky and follows the sign of the continuity of life Before entering the mosque, contemplate in front of the water that is the key to close to God and to intone with Sweetheart, and the guide of servant in front of its majesty. As washing the superficial contamination with water, wash your sins with water of Divine mercy. Know that the life of everything is from water, so make your heart alive with it. Then think about the purity of water, the subtility of water, water purification, the blessing and the softness of water, its mingling with anything, and ornament your soul with these attributes. Purify your members by its purity, and subtilize the members by its subtility, liberate them from greatness of disobedience, subtilize all its purification and blessing in all your members. So communicate with the people of God like water, mingle with all people, give the right of everyone and everything to him or it, but beware to be changed in the meaning of self-servant (Ali Abadi, 1999, 315) .
INVESTIGATION OF THE WATER ELEMENT MANIFESTATION
At first glance on the water element, you encounter with a simple and primary division of its manifestations and dutifulness in various rituals which are mentioned below: Water is an element that has been used abundant in mysterious expression of Islamic Iranian architecture and in right side and matches the reality of its existance (Colman, s, 2003, 34) . Water mystery in this architecture is a mirror ball of the world and the transmutation of the material world in allegorical forms. (Carl gustav, 1971, 34) 
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SYMBOL
Symbolism of language expresses a knowledge that has been obtained by wisdom means mysticism (Ardalan, Bakhtiar, 2015, 35) . Not only tangible forms are the manifestation of spiritual forms in the material world but also as Seyyed Hossein Nasr believes "tangible knowledge of this world that is globalization, itself is a symbol of rational knowledge of that world, and physical world is also a mysterious symbol and sign of spiritual and heavenly world "(Articles Collections of the conference on mosque architecture, 1999, 314).
There are two basic types symbol: natural and obvious. Natural symbols are natural processes that create certain regular systems which are symmetrical and balanced, or both. Obvious symbols are special symbols that have been enshrined by various traditions of the world and are changed by their update language and form (Ardalan, Bakhtiar, 2015, 36) . Pythagorean aphoristic sentences "Sumbula Ptagurya" were called Prohibiting sentences which were as the rules of practical behavior and their literal interpretations were understandable, but the exact meaning of these terms were understood by those knew their mystery, and allegorical sense is highlighted from the meaning of symbol. (Ritter, founder, & Gabriel, 1998, p 7) Symbol has been translated in different meanings in Persian language. Other translations of symbol are "symbol (Namad)". Symbol (Namad) that is a new word in Persian language and has no history in ancient literature, has been derived from Nemaudan, Namaeedan, Namayesh. With words like "Nemudgar" 1 in memory of the Persian language, this word could be appropriate translation for symbol (Hosseini dastjerdi, 2013, 3) .
Diagram 3:
The meanings of symbol in Persian language 1 It has been come below this word in Dehkhoda dictionary: Nemudgar] No / Ne [(compound) example and sign: the human body with his brief is an example of the entire universe that there is a symbol of all the things that He has created in the world in human being (Kimiaye Saadat). Symbol (mystery, sign or symbol or proverb of verse) is a special kind of expression that a speaker uses it not in the sense of symbol or instance of the instance or the symbol, but is the meaning which is at the heart of symbol, a meaning that cannot be understood by itself by human due to its abstract nature. However, due to tangibility and concreteness of symbol, it is understandable and comprehensible for the listener. For similar reasons the aim of God from the creation of the nature and natural phenomena are not the instances of natural phenomena, but are the meanings and concepts which are understandable and comprehensible for mankind in this way. They are manifestations of the beauty of God that are visible in the mirror of pure heart, as well as in the mirror of natural phenomena (see Ibn Arabi, Fotouhat, vol. The views of some people on symbol have been expressed in the following table. Symbol as a definition is "a sign that is appeared through thought and expression". This sign can be as a figure, an object, an indicator or a word. Symbols are visual and aural facts and expression of things more than display. However, "symbol" as a sign that has no causality relationship, and has not been built over natural relationships. (Goktas kaya, 2015, 2.( Chambers He has meant symbol : "Bringing together to compare and inference" "symbol in religious sense: is a selection and compend of a doctrine or a kind of religious practices in the Eucharist" (Chambers, 1900, 519) Liddell & Scott symbol is said as half of a coin or anything else, that is, two people who halve that object among themselves, make a treaty or contract with each other and each parties kept a part to himself (Liddell & Scott, 1940, 663) Walter Muri He counts three main usages for the word of symbol in ancient times: 1-sign of hospitality, 2-legal sign of rights granted to a foreigner and 3-Absolute of sign (Muri, 1976, 13( Corbin Language and expression of art and architecture of Iran and its consequences includes symbols (Namad) and symbols. Corbin has written about language of symbols (Namad) in Islamic culture and art: "In the same way that ordinary language is part of the knowledge that is obtained through discursive reason and the senses; the language of symbols (Namad) indicates a knowledge that is acquired through wisdom, which is cognition. The symbols (Namad) are manifestations of absolute in constraints. " (Corbin, 2000, 42( Seyyed Hossein Nasr Among theologians, mystery and allegory, or mysterious and allegorical language is not something contrived and artificial. "Mystery and allegory in the sense that the Europeans calls it Symbol, is never made by human mind, but is a true reflection of the upper world in a lower level of existence» (Nasr, 1980, 406) Water pond, padiav (washing and purifying a thing with praying), ablution building, large and small lavers, fountains, all have had different portraits of common symbolic symptoms in architectural language in the body of Islamic mosques in Iran
Types of Symbol
Natural Public
Evident
